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Who doesn’t want beauty to be their everyday theme?
To live lives that play out like a dream.

At IFB, we have always been instigators of change, striving 
to take things a little further, digging a little deeper. For us, 

the kitchen is not just cabinets and doors. It’s a place of 
magic where ingredients turn to memories. It embodies your 

elegance, expresses your attitude. A vision of luxury or a place 
of warmth, simplicity. Through design and quality, above all 

else, we create a world that is enchanting and beautifully yours.
 

 We are IFB Modular Kitchens.

ELEGANCE

HAPPINESS
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HELLO

Happiness
The millennial heart - fresh, honest, outspoken and 

unencumbered. “YOLO”, not just a #, it’s second nature. 
Happiness is trending, have you caught the wave?
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Make the kitchen your happy place. In 
this kitchen we’ve mixed together Plush 
Plum and Aspen shutters for a young 
and contemporary look. Style them 
with our Cloud handles and the Bianco 
Countertop and you have a kitchen 
that’s irresistibly Instagrammable.  
 
Duramax cabinets in white laminated plywood. Plush 
Plum shutters in high-gloss acrylic faced MDF. 
Aspen shutters/drawer fronts in laminate faced 
plywood. All IFB Kitchens come with soft-close hardware 
with a lifetime functional warranty. 

DURAMAX

PLUSH PLUM | ASPEN

Parallel, L shaped, C Shaped, U shaped, 
Straight Line or Island. IFB Modular 
Kitchens are custom designed to fit 
into kitchens of any shape or size.

This parallel 
kitchen at just

3,65,000₹

To know what’s included 
in the price go to page 62.

20,278₹
per month*

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.
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A story of organic forms, warmth & 
simplicity. The joy of light filled summers 
breaking through the cold dark months.

SCANDINAVIAN
Sensibility
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In this kitchen, the sleek and modern 
Vanilla Dream Shutters and drawer 
fronts, with the G Pro handles, on the 
base units combine with the natural 
wooden textures of Applewood up 
above to give you a kitchen that is at 
once both minimal and warm. 
 
Duramax cabinets in white laminated plywood.  
Applewood shutters in laminate faced plywood. 
Vanilla Dream shutters/drawer fronts in high-gloss 
acrylic faced MDF. All IFB Kitchens come with soft-
close hardware with a lifetime functional warranty.

DURAMAX

APPLEWOOD | VANILLA DREAM

Choose from our range, appliances and 
accessories best suited to your needs 
and get the most out of your kitchen.

This straight line 
kitchen with tall 

unit at just

2,90,000₹

To know what’s included 
in the price go to page 62.

16,111₹
per month*

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.
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A clutter-free kitchen means more space for you.  
In an IFB kitchen, everything can be stored away behind easy to reach 
doors and drawers. Our wide range of accessories allows you quick 
access to all ingredients, pots and pans so that your kitchen is not only 
great to look at but also a pleasure to work in.

Store it away 
Everyday

Details are what make the design. Our team 
will visit your home to accurately measure 
the kitchen area.

We Measure
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An organised kitchen is a happy kitchen. With our range 
of accessories, previously hard to reach spaces become 
easily accessible. Our fully extendable drawers mean 
that even the deepest corners of the drawer now see 
the light of day.

Organised storage

All IFB Kitchens 
come with soft close 
hardware with a lifetime 
functional warranty.

Keep your cutlery and 
kitchen utensils easy to 
find and close at hand. 
Cutlery Tray - 45/60/90cm 

Easy access to every 
corner of your kitchen.  
Double Corner Pullout 

The Tall Unit Pull-out is 
ideal for keeping things in 
plain sight for when you 
need them and hiding them 
away when you don’t. 
Tall Unit Pullout - 45cm
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Ashwood shutters paired with Oro 
handles and a Jet-black countertop, 
make for a kitchen as tasty as the 
memories of your favourite meal.  

Duramax cabinets in white laminated plywood. Ashwood 
shutters/drawer fronts in laminate faced plywood. All IFB 
Kitchens come with soft-close hardware with a lifetime 
functional warranty.

CornerSoft

A recipe; a memory inscribed in 
tradition. A feeling of togetherness, 
of warmth and family. 

This C shaped  
kitchen at just

17,778₹
per month*

3,20,000₹

To know what’s included in 
the price go to page 62.

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.
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Your Dream Kitchen – it starts with an empty 
space and endless possibilities. Our experts 
design your kitchen in consultation with you. 
From form to function, everything is carefully 
considered when creating your unique kitchen. 

We Plan

Deep Secrets
Hidden behind the shutters, our range of accessories work 
hard to give you more storage. Organizing your things so 
they are within reach when you need them and stored 
away efficiently when you don’t. From pots and pans to 
items that you need easy access to, you can use them as 
you see fit.

Very little space is 
all you need to keep 
everything handy. 
Bottle Pullout - 
15/20/30cm

Reach the farthest corners of your kitchen with ease. Make use of every nook 
and cranny with our range of corner unit accessories.  
Magic Corner 

Midway 
Organisers

Our midway organisers help you 
utilise your kitchen walls while 
freeing up the countertop for 
cooking. They are available in a 
number of styles so you can choose 
the one that best suits the look of 
your kitchen.
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modern 
dream
The white kitchen brought to life - a 
Steel Grey countertop offset by the high 
gloss Vanilla Dream shutters. Styled with 
our Cilindro handles.

Duramax cabinets in white laminated plywood. Vanilla 
Dream shutters/drawer fronts in high-gloss acrylic faced 
MDF. All IFB Kitchens come with soft-close hardware with 
a lifetime functional warranty.

I C O N I C

the

This island 
kitchen at just

22,167₹
per month*

3,99,000₹

To know what’s included 
in the price go to page 62.

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.
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Wash away 
your worries
Sinks and Taps are among the hardest working 
fixtures in the kitchen. Tough and versatile, our 
selection of sinks and taps are built to last and 
comply with international standards.

Once you are happy with the design, you’re ready 
to order. The kitchen of your dreams will soon be 
at your door step. We deliver the kitchen to you 
at no extra cost.

We Deliver
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Where it all 
happens
From washing vegetables for a meal to 
cleaning up after.So much time is spent in 
front of the sink. Our range of sinks and taps 
not only add to the look of your kitchen but 
are also extremely efficient and functional.

Our under-counter sinks are 
great if you want that clean, 
seamless look. Moreover, even 
with all the peeling, chopping, 
and washing, nothing gets 
caught anywhere with the 
under-counter sinks.

If you use a lot of big pots while cooking and wash them in the sink, this high spout tap would work very well for 
you. The composite sink it’s paired with not only looks great but is also resistant to staining and scratches.

More options available.
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The sun holds you in its warm embrace as you take 
a deep breath; the world spins a little slower. 

Free Spirited. Spontaneous. Imperfect. Perfect. 
There is an honesty in embracing the beauty of 

things as they are.

Set against warm, 
earthy tones, 
the Applewood 
shutters with 
the Jet Black 
countertop and 
Nero handles. 
Every bit of this 
kitchen echoes 
character. 

This L shaped 
kitchen at just

8,611₹
per month*

1,55,000₹

To know what’s included 
in the price go to page 62.

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.

APPLEWOOD
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Over the top
IFB’s countertops are available in 
granite and quartz, both of which 
compliment any kitchen effortlessly.

Our granite countertops are extremely hardy, affordable and easy 
to maintain. In the image above you see the Steel Grey counter-
top paired with our Vanilla Dream shutters.

A perfect installation can 
add years to the life of your 
kitchen. IFB provides expert 
installation service with your 
kitchen at no extra cost.

We Install

Our quartz composite countertops are not 
only durable but also available in a variety 
of colours. In the image below you see the 
Bianco countertop.  

More options available.
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Elegance is an attitude expressed through every little detail. 
In this kitchen the high gloss Ice Grey shutters are paired 
with the Linea handle and the Bianco countertop to create a 
perfect balance between quiet grace and modern charm.

#EverydayElegance
This straight line 
kitchen with tall 

units at just

27,722₹
per month*

4,99,000₹

To know what’s included 
in the price go to page 62.

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.
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Fiercely beautiful, 
She glides across the room. 

A presence so magnetic,  
she cannot go unnoticed. 

MuseChampagne
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In this kitchen, the exquisite 
Champagne and the textured Forest 
Musk are styled with the Milano 
countertop and the Nero handle to 
create a vision of sophisticated luxury. 

Duramax cabinets in white laminated plywood.  Forest 
Musk shutters in laminate faced plywood. Champagne 
shutters/drawer fronts in high-gloss acrylic faced MDF.  
All IFB Kitchens come with soft-close hardware with a 
lifetime functional warranty.

DURAMAX

CHAMPAGNE | FOREST MUSK

Modular Kitchens are all about 
customization. With IFB, whatever be the 
size and shape, you can create a kitchen 
with sharp style and high functionality.

This peninsula 
kitchen with tall 

unit at just

4,50,000₹

To know what’s included 
in the price go to page 62.

25,000₹
per month*

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.

35KITCHEN CATALOGUE | SUMMER 2018
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Set the mood
Our range of kitchen lights perfectly illuminate your 
countertop. Create the ambience you want by choosing 
between warm, cool and daylight white LEDs.

Handles  
with care
As with everything, it’s the little things in life that 
matter the most. Handles are a small detail that 
can make a big impact. 

The Cloud handle featured in this 
image gives your kitchen a playful, 
contemporary look.

The matte black Nero handle, 
featured in this image, is all 
about minimal elegance.

More options available.

Kitchen
Appliances
Our range of Kitchen Appliances are specially designed 
keeping Indian cooking in mind. They go that extra mile to 
make your time in the kitchen truly delightful.

Chimneys
IFB Chimneys get rid of 
smoke, odour and keep 
your kitchen clean - all at 
the same time. Not only do 
IFB Chimneys look great, 
they are a joy to use. 

More options available.

IFB offers pocket friendly, interest-free instalment plans.

Easy Finance0%

Terms and Conditions Apply *
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Hobs
Single hand ignition, ergonomically placed controls, enameled to cast iron grids. 
IFB’s Built-in hobs are so much more than those everyday stoves. Stylish yet 
sturdy, there are a variety of choices to suit your every need. 

This stainless steel, 4 burner hob gives your 
kitchen a clean and modern look.
426E-TR-S

More options available.
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Retro 
Revival
A bold romance. A nostalgic whimsy. 
A throwback, but not very far back.
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Inspired from the past and made 
for today. This kitchen with a twist, 
combines the Very Cherry Shutters 
on the base units with the Vanilla 
Dream up above. The Bianco 
countertop and the Cloud handles 
complete the look. 

Duramax cabinets in white laminated plywood.  
Vanilla Dream shutters and Very Cherry shutters/
drawer fronts in high-gloss acrylic faced MDF.  All 
IFB Kitchens come with soft-close hardware with a 
lifetime functional warranty.

DURAMAX

CHERRY ICE | VANILLA DREAM

IFB Kitchens are perfectly suited 
to everyday living. Whether dining, 
entertaining or cooking, they adapt 
to your every need.
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This L shaped 
kitchen at just

2,85,000₹

To know what’s included 
in the price go to page 62.

15,833₹
per month*

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.
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CONNOISSEUR
THE

There are those for whom the finer things are a way of life; 
not because they are finer things but because they 

are a way of life.
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A kitchen that is the essence of luxury. 
The Black Coffee island tying together 
the Vanilla Dream tall units and the 
Mahogany open shelves. Styled with a Jet 
Black countertop and Serano handles.  

This island 
kitchen at just

5,85,000₹

To know what’s included 
in the price go to page 62.

32,500₹
per month*

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.

BLACK COFFEE | VANILLA DREAM
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Intricate and intimate, 
overflowing so fearlessly, 
This heart knows no bounds 
and makes everything 
it touches extraordinary.  EC
LE

CT
IC

th
e
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A maximalist fantasy. High gloss Plush 
Plum shutters on the wall units offset 
by the textured Ashwood on the base 
units. Styled with Noir handles and a 
Jet Black countertop.  

This L shaped 
kitchen at just

2,30,000₹

To know what’s included 
in the price go to page 62.

12,778₹
per month*

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.

PLUSH PLUM | ASHWOOD
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You can heat, grill and 
bake with the IFB Built-in 
Microwave Oven. 
34BIC1 

Built-in 
Appliances

Dishwashers
The Extra Hygiene 70° Wash Program, 
Eco-wash, Quick Wash. IFB Dishwashers 
are packed with incredible features and 
technology. You can choose between the 
free standing and the Built-in Models. 

Our range of Built-in Appliances 
is all about fantastic features and 
ergonomic design. They make 
cooking a sumptuous affair.

IFBs range of Built-in Ovens are 
ideal for roasting, baking and 
grilling. They are low on energy 
consumption and easy to maintain.
IFB 656 FTC/E-TRC

Our free standing dishwasher fits in 
perfectly under the kitchen countertop. 
Neptune VX

More options available.
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Bold splashes of colour coupled with calm 
Cappuccino shutters. An Ethereal dream, styled 
with a Jet-black countertop and Cloud handles. 

Question, wander, travel and eat. 
This magical world has tales to weave 

Stranger than fiction
Better than make believe.

ANONYMOUS

CAPPUCCINO

This straight line 
kitchen at just

1,65,000₹

To know what’s included 
in the price go to page 62.

9,167₹
per month*

Complete Kitchen Price

Measurements are 
indicative.
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DURAMAX 
CABINETS
IFB’s Duramax cabinets 
are scratch resistant, 
stain resistant and 
made from laminated 
Boiling Water Proof ply.

OVER THE TOP
IFB Countertops are available 
in granite and quartz, both of 
which are extremely sturdy and 
hardwearing surfaces.

SOUND OF 
SILENCE
All IFB kitchens come 
with soft close hardware 
with a lifetime functional 
warranty.

SET THE MOOD
IFB’s range of kitchen lights  
perfectly illuminate your countertop.

PERFECTLY PUT 
TOGETHER
IFB’s expert installation team 
ensures that your kitchen works 
perfectly for you day after day, 
year after year.

APPLIANCES
IFB range of kitchen appliances are 
ideal for Indian cooking.

STORE IT 
AWAY EVERYDAY
In an IFB kitchen everything can be 
stored away behind easy to reach 
doors and drawers. Our wide range of 
accessories allows you quick access to 
all ingredients, pots and pans.

WASH AWAY 
YOUR WORRIES
Hardy and versatile, our sinks 
and taps are built to last and 
comply with international 
standards.

57KITCHEN CATALOGUE | VOLUME 1

Built for life

10 YEAR

W
ARRANTY

W
ARRANTY
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The 
Cabinet 
System
The Duramax cabinets are the building 
blocks of your IFB kitchen. The laminated 
Boiling Water Proof ply used for the 
construction of these cabinets make them 
ideal for everyday use and also take into 
account external factors that may affect the 
kitchen in the long run, such as humidity 
and extreme weather conditions.

Wall units 
Heights 
Widths
Depths 

- 36cm | 72cm | 96cm 
- 15cm | 30cm | 45cm | 60cm | 90cm 
- 33cm 

Tall units 
Heights 
Widths
Depths

- 132cm | 204cm 
- 030cm | 45cm | 60cm | 90cm
- 033cm | 58cm 

Drawers units 
Heights 
Widths
Depths 

- 18cm | 36cm 
- 45cm | 60cm | 90cm
- 58cm

Base units 
Heights  
Widths 
Depths 

- 36cm | 72cm 
- 15cm | 20cm | 30cm | 45cm | 60cm | 90cm
- 33cm | 58cm More options available.

Vanilla Dream 
Acrylic faced MDF.

Form
Follows
Function
At IFB we have shutters in a wide range of 
colours and finishes. So, be it a modern 
look or contemporary; sophisticated, 
neo-traditional or even eclectic - you can 
create a kitchen that’s uniquely yours.

Milky Way 
Acrylic faced MDF.

Champagne  
Acrylic faced MDF.

Black Coffee 
Acrylic faced MDF.

Nightcap 
Acrylic faced MDF.

Starlight 
Acrylic faced MDF.

Sterling Silver 
Acrylic faced MDF.
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Ice Grey
Acrylic faced MDF.

Sesame White 
Laminate faced BWP ply.

Red Velvet  
Laminate faced BWP ply.

Cappuccino  
Laminate faced BWP ply.

Very Cherry
Acrylic faced MDF.

Candy Floss 
Acrylic faced MDF.

Plush Plum 
Acrylic faced MDF.

Berry Rush 
Acrylic faced MDF.

Charcoal
Laminate faced BWP ply.

Applewood 
Laminate faced BWP ply.

Acacia  
Laminate faced BWP ply.

Aspen
Laminate faced BWP ply.

Ashwood 
Laminate faced BWP ply.

Forest Musk 
Laminate faced BWP ply.

Mahogany 
Laminate faced BWP ply.

Walnut 
Laminate faced BWP ply.
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What’s included in 
the price?
The total price includes cabinets, shutters, countertops, 
skirting, hinges, plinths, legs, drawers, knobs/handles. 
Your choice of lighting, accessories, sinks, taps and 
appliances are sold separately.

A perfect installation can add years to the 
life of your kitchen. IFB provides expert 
installation service with your kitchen at no 
extra cost.

We Install

Once you are happy with the design, you’re ready 
to order. The kitchen of your dreams will soon be 
at your door step. We deliver the kitchen to you 
at no extra cost.

We Deliver

Your Dream Kitchen – it starts with an empty 
space and endless possibilities. Our experts 
design your kitchen in consultation with you. 
From form to function, everything is carefully 
considered when creating your unique kitchen. 

We Plan

Details are what make the design. Our team 
will visit your home to accurately measure 
the kitchen area.

We Measure

Dream Kitchens 
Made Easy

We offer interest-free instalment plans.

Easy Finance%0
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Terms and Conditions Apply. *

The EMIs indicated with the kitchens are 
calculated on an 18 month loan tenure.

Warranty

The 10 year warranty will cover the following parts of the IFB Kitchen - Duramax 
cabinets, laminate faced plywood shutters, shelves, plinths, legs, laminate faced 
plywood cover panels and granite countertops. We offer a lifetime functional 
warranty on hinges and drawer channels. The warranty is valid from the date of 
completion of installation of your IFB kitchen.

Exclusions 
The Warranty is valid for domestic kitchen use only and does not apply if the 
products have been used for public use, outdoors or in a corrosive environment. The 
warranty does not apply to products that have been used inappropriately, abused, 
misused, altered, stored incorrectly, cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or wrong 
cleaning products or damaged due to natural calamities. It does not cover normal 
wear and tear, cuts or scratches, damage caused by accidents/impacts, waterborne 
debris or damage caused by non-compliance with maintenance guidelines. It 
does not cover any fault arising in the product due to tampering caused by any 
unauthorized personnel. Nor does it apply to damage due to any work carried out in 
the kitchen area post completion of installation of the kitchen.
Delay in completion of installation owing to non-preparedness of the work site from 
the client’s end will result in the warranty becoming void. 
The warranty does not cover consequential or incidental damages.

What we do to correct any problem(s)  
IFB will examine the product and decide, at its sole discretion, whether it is covered 
under the warranty. If deemed covered, IFB will then, at its sole discretion, either 
repair the defective product or replace the product with the same or comparable 
product. If the item is discontinued by IFB, IFB will provide appropriate replacement. 
IFB will determine, at its sole discretion, what constitutes an appropriate 
replacement. In such cases, the Company will be responsible for the cost(s) of 
repair(s), spare part(s), replacement part(s), labour and travel. Any defective part(s) 
will become the  property of IFB Industries Ltd.

Disclaimer  
We have done our best to ensure that all the information in this catalogue is correct 
at the time of printing. However, IFB reserves the right to modify our prices due to 
events beyond our control. We also reserve the right to correct any pricing errors or 
misprints. Please note that articles may vary in size and colour from what is shown 
in this catalogue.

Products not covered under this warranty 
Appliances, sinks, taps, accessories, knobs,handles and composite countertops are 
covered under their own specific warranties. 
All Acrylic faced MDF shutters have a 5 year warranty.

10 YEAR

WARRAN
T
Y

WARRAN

T
Y

Care instructions  
For the warranty to be applicable, please follow the care 
instructions provided with every product.

General legal rights  
This warranty gives you specific legal rights. This warranty does 
not in any way affect the rights given to you by law.


